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About This Game

The taming of the Red Planet has begun!
Corporations are competing to transform Mars into a habitable planet by spending vast resources and using innovative

technology to raise temperature, create a breathable atmosphere, and make oceans of water. As terraforming progresses, more
and more people will immigrate from Earth to live on the Red Planet.

In Terraforming Mars, you control a corporation with a certain profile. Play project cards, build up production, place your cities
and green areas on the map, and race for milestones and awards! Will your corporation lead the way into humanity’s new era?

Features:
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The official adaptation of the cult board game, faithfully developed with the help of Jacob Fryxelius, author of the
boardgame.

Turn-based strategy: choose a specialized corporation, build facilities, research innovative technologies and manage
your resources productions

Life on Mars? Improve the conditions on the Red Planet by warming it up to melt the ice and create oceans, planting
oxygen-producing flora and introducing both small and big animals.

Corporation rivalry: it’s a nice forest you’ve planted there - wouldn’t it be a shame if a large asteroid was steered to
crash right on it? Develop Projects that will slow down your opponents!

Mars for all: play solo or with up to 5 players in multiplayer games against local or online opponents, humans or AI

Game variant: Try the Corporate Era rules, for a more complex game. This variant adds new cards, including 2 new
corporations, and focuses on economy and technology. These are projects that do not contribute directly to terraforming,
but make the corporations stronger, adding new strategic choices to the game!

Solo Challenge: Finish terraforming Mars before the end of generation 14. Try new rules and features in the most
challenging solo mode on the (Red) planet.

Draft variant available: Add a new level of strategy and depth by choosing your best cards and blocking your
opponents. During the Research Phase, start by drawing 4 cards, choose one and pass the others to the next player.
Continue to choose a card and pass the rest on until all cards drawn have been drafted. Which card will you choose? Will
you block your opponent from getting a card, or choose one that fits your strategy best?

More to terraform: additional content to come after launch
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Very disappointed... Time limit is necessary and good but the time left is barely visible on the corner of your screen and when
time is over it kicks you out without any kind of warning. When it kicks you out there is nothing you can do and if you try to
reload the game it crashes! Of course then you realize that apart from the fact that you loose the game you also loose your
karma! The same happens when their server for some reason crashes and kicks you out... There are also some bugs left and I
don't even mention the fact that the game is very heavy and slow even on an i7 laptop with the low graphics option...
I forgot to mention how ridiculous is the AI... The "hard" level is easier than playing with a monkey... So when the servers don't
work well or you can't find other players or you don't have 2 -3 hours for an online game then you can't even play with a decent
AI.... I love Terraforming Mars the boardgame like few other games. It has tremendous replay value and even when things do
not go your way there is still a feeling of accomplishment. Does the computer version stack up to the tabletop game? Somewhat.

The game is pretty looking but the UI\/UX is shallow. The AI animations, even when sped up are painfully slow. For a beginner
player this may be less of an issue, but having seen every card dozens of times for me not so much. No ability to choose your
own color seems rampant in Asmodee games, which is a shame. Card descriptions are pooly handled. So far as everything else
goes, it is a reinterpretation of your mat and area, not a huge fan but also not hating it either.

Where the UX stumbles a little the AI is poor. By poor I mean it will make tile placements that benefit other players even when
it could (with planning) do moves that benefit itself. As well the AI is very predictable, there are certain projects it cannot resist.
Likewise some project have little payback that the AI could use for standard projects. Even on expert level, the AI can be
dispatched with relative ease.

My biggest issue with the AI is that it doesn't do much with a bio\/animal\/jovian types of wins. You do not have to play the
board to win (though it helps). It'll play the board even if it shouldn't and open up some very easy (re too easy) standard project
cities to plonked down).

The multiplayer like all Asmodee games is garbage.

So why do I recommend Terraforming Mars on Steam? Even with a few mistakes or weirdness it is fun. It is a good trainer for
playing on the tabletop. You'll get a good idea for what works and does not. That said the AI doesn't seem to hate draft much, if
at all. Be prepared for that at the table. Hopefully the devs will make improvements and chunk in expansions, as TFM now is
quite vanilla.. I've played a total of 6 online matches...
2 of which either bugged or game froze on the second last and last turn of the game (after about 2-3 hours of playing), with no
way of really knowing who won, and the final points add up to see if your strategy won is the whole payoff of the time playing.
Fun game - but absolutely a waste of time when that happens. Figured the first one was a one off, but I'm either having awful
luck or the game is in desperate need of bug fixes.. So many issues with online - not least of which your own time limit ticks
down while you are forced to watch a replay of your opponents' last moves.. I am seriously disapointed. I love mars. I played
two close games of this with my girlfriend and it kept kicking us near the end of the game. I wont be playing again and i hope i
can get a refund. Ive been playing mars since it came out. This was good, until it kicked me and i couldnt finish my games.
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I'm not really sure I could recommend this game or not.

Playing solo against the AI or doing the solo game is great. The game looks great and runs fast and easy to get through game.

The huge downside and I do mean HUGE. Is playing this game online. While the game set to run smoothly and quickly playing
against the AI because you get to see their cards being played. This feature isn't added to online play. You get to watch the cards
get played twice. Once while they do it and a second time to make sure you get to know why? It also extends the times between
turns. Taking about 10 seconds extra before allowing a second action to be taken. Adding a huge amount of time to each action.
I played one online game and five rounds took over an hour and a half. Playing the board game in person with friends - we beat
the games in an hour and a half.

I not going to recommend this game - unless you want to play the game solo or against the AI ( Which is fun ) playing online is a
horrible chore and should be revamped to act like playing against the AI.. The underlying game is so good I cant hate too much
on the implementation here, however lacking it may be.

The UI is quite bad compared to what it could be, and the animations are indeed slow and time consuming without reason.

Fundamentally though, the game is enjoyable. If the edges can be polished this would be an easy 10\/10 recommend. If there are
plans for the Expansions 11\/10.
If the game were to remain in its current state forever, I'd be disappointed.. Excellent Board Game - Awful client

Love playing Terraforming Mars with my friends for boardgame night. However, this client forces you to review each move a
player does and doubles the amount of time it takes to play. The animations look good but are unnecessary and slow down
gameplay. The client needs a ton of work to optimize play times so you aren't stuck at your screen for 3 hours. This review is
solely regarding playing the game on your own, either the solo challenge or against AI. I've played the solo challenge A LOT.

It's great for the solo challenge. You can work your way through it quickly and easily and as it's only your decisions you're
playing on it makes for a fun game. The same experience as the solo board game version, except none of the physical setting up.
You even get some pretty nice music and some fun noises (except the noise when you try to take another action in a turn where
you've already had two - ouch to that noise).

The main game vs. AI was fine to start with. But the way they play becomes incredibly predictable and all you need to do is
focus on city placements and getting greenery down on the board to beat them every time.

Perhaps I'm expecting too much from a PC version of a relatively complex board game, but it'd be nice if there was some
surprise to playing, rather than me accurately guessing the next move of each AI player before they happen.

I didn't buy the game for the online matches, so can't talk for how that functions. It might be more fun to have the human
element of surprise and less formulaic decision making, but I'd rather play the actual board game if I wanted that (especially if
the chat doesn't function properly).. Horribly slow UI, I don't see how the game indicates the someone has done something
negative, destroyed 4 of your plants for example. I like to know who's messing with me. The log is ok, but needs more details.
End game animations are pointless and slow, just show the grid we can figure it out. Painfully if you leave the game without
waiting for the end game animation to complete it sits in your resume queue. Between turn and between round animations are
slow and mostly pointless, the disappearing reappearing interface is particularly annoying. Allow the player to stay on their
interface while the other players are making their moves so they can plan their turn. Otherwise, it looks nice, I enjoy playing the
nuke.

Also when playing the solo game, if you complete the game in the final greenery phase you lose. Not sure if that's by the rules or
not, but seems like you should still win when that is the case.
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